Getting Started: Overview of the Pediatric Public Health (PPH) Curriculum Guide

The PPH Curriculum Guide is designed to be flexible and to fit into your existing residency program.

Each “Step” will provide you with suggestions, activities, and tools to plan and implement a PPH curriculum into your residency program.

Step 1: Review the goals and objectives of the PPH Curriculum Guide

- You can review the goals and objectives of the PPH Curriculum by the following major areas: knowledge, clinical and advocacy

  * Review the document “PPH Goals and Objectives” found in the “Resources for Step1” folder.
  * Consider undertaking an activity with your residency curriculum committee to map the goals and objectives to your program’s current curriculum to the PPH curriculum guide. Use the accompanying “Objective Mapping Worksheet” to identify the rotations, lectures or clinical experiences which meet the goals and objectives of the PPH curriculum guide. This will allow you to identify the gaps of public health education in your current residency curriculum.

    **The “Objective Mapping Worksheet” can be found in the “Resources for Step1” folder.
  * Use this “Objective Mapping Worksheet” to help you select the goals and/or objectives that you would want to work on for the upcoming academic year. For programs with an RRC site visit in the near future, you may want to consider selecting goals and/or objectives that would answer the essay questions in your Program Information Form (PIF).